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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been over a decade in Finland since the latest new Higher Education Institution (HEI) student                 
information system (SIS) was released. At the moment, there is more or less only two prevailing                
ecosystems in Finland. Those two are Oodi in universities and Winha in universities of applied               
sciences (MINEDU 2016). Both of them are made in the late 90’s.  

HEI’s woke up into the situation of renewing ecosystems in 2005 when ProAMK (PROAMK 2007)               
project was started. Its goal was set high ‐ to create one ecosystem for every university of applied                  
sciences in the areas of education and research. In 2007, the project was closed down because of                 
lack of belief and courage. In 2009 new project started by the ministry of education. It was called                  
RAKETTI and one of its goals was to create or acquire a new student information system for the                  
whole sector. In 2010 the project excluded that goal from the project ‐ because of lack of belief and                   
courage. Instead, the project refocused on the architectural specifications, definitions of definite            
national services and some reference projects (RAKETTI 2014). 

Picture 1 (SYNERGIA 2015) illustrates the agreed education process areas within Finnish HEI’s.             
Gradually the understanding was reached which process areas would be covered by national             
solutions (student admission, application procedure) and which by the HEI’s themselves. 
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Picture 1: Process areas in the Finnish Higher Education 

 

 

Before the understanding, the situation in the early 2010s was expectant. Everybody was hoping that               
the national projects would create new systems covering all process areas to replace the old               
systems. When they didn’t, two Universities of Applied sciences started their own project using their               
own money at their own risk. The goal was to create a whole new ecosystem with totally different                  
system architecture for the usage of whole education sector. The goal was set even higher than                
before with fewer resources.  

 

2. THE GOALS OF THE PROJECT 
Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied sciences with Tampere University of Applied sciences            
started the developing programme “Renewing student administration systems” with a project called            
Peppi in 2010 (PEPPI 2010). It was followed by student dashboard (PAKKI 2014) and student               
information system (PERUSREKISTERI 2014) projects (2014 ‐ 2016). The goal in every project was to               
create an ecosystem of services created in Service oriented architecture (SOA) fashion. One of the               
goals was ‐ as expected ‐ to replace old systems with new services. But far more ambitious goal was                   
to renew the Enterprise Architecture (EA) on it’s all levels: 

● Business 
● Information 
● System 
● Technology 

One remarkable aim was also to create an ecosystem of services so that other HEI’s could start using                  
this ecosystem in their organisations. The big picture was that there would nationally be at least one                 
product family that could respond to most of the needs that HEI’s have in order to cope with the                   
ever changing business environment. In addition, it was crucial that the product family would be               
affordable and still be constantly developed accordingly to the HEI specific requirements. 

It was also clear that user interfaces should be modernized to modern standards. Both student and                
staff users are digital natives in today’s world. Users demand high standard usability from HEI’s               
systems and this was a high‐priority requirement from the day one. 

 

 



3. The environment 
Finnish HEI environment 

As mentioned above, Finnish HEI environment consists of universities and universities of applied             
sciences. The number of institutions is relatively high although there have been several mergers              
during the last decade. At the moment there are 14 universities and 24 universities of applied                
sciences but it is expected that there will be more mergers in becoming years. More interestingly,                
there is also deepening cooperation between the two higher education sectors, and some             
commentators have even suggested that it could fade out the lines between the sectors. However,               
the official dogma is still the current separate model. 

The other trend within the HEI environment is decreasing funding. The HEI’s are almost entirely               
government funded, and due to ongoing weak economic growth, the cuts have been considerable,              
even 15 % in the area of information management, in recent years. That has already lead to                 
dismisses in many institutions. This has great impacts to HEI’s resources and the capability to make                
investments for the future. However, cutbacks haven’t been all that bad. The flip side and the                
positive effects of the cutbacks are that HEI’s had to think things differently. They had to simplify                 
many decisions and they also had to cooperate with each other. This has had very positive effects                 
for the whole sector. Due to these positive effect many think that acquiring ecosystem IPR’s and                
distributing the ecosystem owned by HEI’s consortium which governance is very lightweight makes             
sense. In addition, self‐owned ecosystem cuts yearly licence fees dramatically. 

 

Establishment of the project 

In late 2000s, Finnish HEI sector had various projects, discussions, and investigations about current              
student information systems and their current state (PROAMK 2007, HAUTAKANGAS & al. 2007,             
STIGELL & al. 2008). There were also inquiries about emerging of new SIS’s on the market. Various                 
interpretations were made about which out‐of‐the‐box system would be the silver bullet for the              
whole Finnish institutions. Despite all the fuss, none of these actions didn’t lead to concrete results;                
steps towards national student information system were never taken. 

In order to succeed with the goals in our projects, we utilized the experience and results gathered                 
from previous national projects. In those projects, we encountered some challenges with            
multi‐organizational requirement specifications. It was challenging to match all requirements          
specified in a variety of working groups. Partly this was due to the methods that working groups used                  
‐ members were not participating full‐time and some specifications overlapped between working            
groups. Later it was hard to refurbish these requirements and agree on how to proceed. In addition,                 
this method (although it was democratic) was too time consuming considering our schedule. 

On the other hand these projects generated personal and organisational networks that have been              
highly beneficial in later projects. Also, many of the results in earlier national projects have been                
utilized in our projects during years. 

We concluded that the most efficient way to implement our project was to proceed with two steps: 

1. Develop the system for limited amount of organisations (in our case 2 biggest Universities of               
applied sciences in Finland) 

2. Publish the system as is for other HEI’s and continue development through consortium 

We used this model in our first big SOA project (Peppi) which succeeded over expectations. That is                 
why we have continued to use this method also in later projects that have extended the Peppi                 
ecosystem. 

 

Financial constraints 

Our development programme had it’s financial resources exclusively from the owner institutions.            
That leads to two things. Firstly, there was no confusion of who is making the decisions: we had the                   
money, we made the decisions without a need to negotiate in a democratic ‐ yet usually a necessary                  
‐ process. Secondly, and more importantly, the amount of money did not allow us to waste time: the                  

 



high quality results were urgently needed in a limited time. Table 1 describes the key figures of the                  
development programme between 2010 and 2016. 

 

Table 1: Development programme in numbers 

Programme 
members 

Budget  

(2010 ‐ 2016) 

Documentation so far   
(in pages) 

Estimation of 
man‐days used in 
the project 

Estimation of 
code lines 
created in the 
project 

over 100 5‐6 million € 1000‐1200 10000‐15000 450 000 ‐ 650 000 

 

Technical environment 

The Finnish public sector’s system architecture has been focusing on these principles during the last               
decade: 

● Interoperability ‐ service interfaces 
● Enterprise Architecture 
● National Enterprise Service Bus 
● Mobile services 
● Open data 
● Open source software 

As we started our own project we wanted to have an answer to every principle mentioned above.                 
First of all Peppi ecosystem is made using an only open source software. It is made in SOA fashion                   
which means that all the thing you can do in a user interface can be made through service interface                   
(REST/JSON or SOAP/XML). All the services run in ServiceMix 5 which is ESB product. This pretty                
much answers all the interoperability issues. These solutions also answer the issues of integrating              
the services to national ESB because of the usage of standard interfaces. Peppi ecosystem is also                
designed by the principles of EA and all the aspects of it have been taken into account. All Peppi                   
user interfaces are made with responsive web design. This covers the part that all services can be                 
used with wide range of mobile devices. Also, native applications can be made because all the                
services can be accessed through back end application interfaces (REST/JSON). (PEPPI 2016a) 

 

4. THE RESULTS 
At the end of 2016 Peppi ecosystem covers all the needed functionalities in the areas of studying,                 
teaching, and the student administration. As a result, the system architecture is better organized,              
master data management and integration management is controlled and well documented,           
large‐scale reporting is enabled and the organizations have been able to get rid of the obsoleted                
systems. Most importantly the new services are user‐friendly and the system itself has reduced the               
need for manual work. 

As mentioned, Peppi ecosystem has been developed in different projects. Here are explained             
projects and services within Peppi ecosystem in short 

● Peppi project (2013) 
○ Enterprise resource planning 

■ Curricula 
■ Course planning / management 
■ Schedules / room reservations 
■ Organisation management eg. teacher resourcing 

● Student registry project (2016) 
○ Student information system (SIS) 

■ Student registry 
■ Assessment / Accomplishment registry 
■ Code management 

 



■ Reports (eg. printed certificates and statistical reports) 
● Student dashboard project (2016) 

○ Personal curriculum management 
○ Personal assessments / accomplishments 
○ Personal reports 
○ Enrollments 
○ Personal information management 

● Intranet / integrated dashboards project (2016) 
○ Intranet 
○ Course workspaces 
○ Dashboard integrations 

● Numerous smaller projects ie. (2013 ‐ 2016) 
○ Study‐plan service 
○ Schedule machine 
○ Application management service (eg. for different certificates) 
○ e‐Signature service 
○ ... 

 

The services are collected to the role‐based dashboards (Picture 2). Currently, there are five              
different dashboards in production: student, teacher / counsellor, planner, student administration           
and administrator. 

 

Picture 2. Role‐based dashboards 

 

 

5. THE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT 
The Finnish HEI’s have defined a nationally agreed process map of the education process phases               
(illustrated in chapter 1). The process map (Table 2) added with our projects describes the overall                
coverage of the current Peppi ecosystem.  

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Process areas covered by different projects 

 

 

The table shows that the current ecosystem covers almost all of the defined process areas. Of                
course, there are some sub‐processes within these main processes that are to be covered but the                
overall coverage is high. The gap in the second process phase (application and admission) is covered                
with separate national service so there is no need to cover that part in the Peppi ecosystem,                 
although we have running integrations also with the mentioned national service. The last process              
phase is meant for post‐study alumni and we currently don’t have any plans to integrate it with                 
Peppi ecosystem since there are several other products on the market to support that. 

As a conclusion of current development, we could say that Peppi ecosystem now covers all the                
currently desired educational process steps. The consortium is now concentrating on the deployment             
of recent results in various HEI’s as well as laying emphasis on further development of existing                
services. 

 

6. THE FUTURE 

The future looks bright for the consortium and the Peppi ecosystem. At the moment Consortium is                
implementing new services every year. At the moment, development ideas presented for the current              
roadmap include: 

● Integrations to cloud services (Drive, O365, Moodle, Optima etc.) 
● Integrations to national application system (studyinfo.fi) 
● New planning and optimization tools for scheduling 

 

Consortium and development 

The results of the Peppi ecosystem projects have been rapidly taken into use in different               
universities. The distribution is managed through the Peppi Consortium which ‐ at the end of               
February 2016 ‐ covers about 50 % of the Finnish universities and universities of applied sciences                
(PEPPI 2016b). 

● 13 universities of applied sciences 
● 4 universities 
● 1 vocational school 
● 8 company members 

All the members can influence and/or participate in the ecosystem development. The structure of              
the consortium is kept quite light consisting at the moment only 3 groups. 

● Steering group 
● Business and information group 
● System and technical group 

 



Business and information group is the main group when considering the ecosystem development. It              
makes the proposals for the ecosystem roadmap and for improved features. Steering group holds no               
content expertise so they don’t intervene on the content development. Instead, they decide on the               
bigger guidelines how the consortium should extend and what are the fees. System and the technical                
group are responsible for the integrity of used technologies. They make requirements which             
technologies and techniques should be used in the ecosystem development. 

Consortium commits the members into development by collecting yearly fees based on the number              
of full‐time equivalent students in HEI. These annual fees are used for the ecosystem development.  

The consortium members gather requirements and development ideas. They then present those            
ideas to other consortium members and suggest changes to the ecosystem roadmap. When a joint               
understanding is achieved the ideas will be developed in the version agreed jointly.  

 

7. SUMMARY 

Finnish universities of applied sciences, Metropolia, and TAMK, started renewing their student            
information systems using service orientated architecture in 2010 when the first project Peppi was              
launched. Peppi project brought large‐scale services for university resource planning. The successful            
project was followed by several other projects expanding the Peppi ecosystem to cover all              
educational process areas except the application and admission phases which were decided to be              
nationally supported. 

The educational sector in Finland has gone trough major cutbacks in funding as well as structural                
changes. This change in the environment demands new ways to cope with the changes. We need                
more efficient and affordable systems, flexible system development and more cooperation between            
HEI’s. In this paper, we have described one IT‐solution bundle that responds to these demands. 

Peppi system has been both efficiently implemented and rapidly taken into use in many institutions               
in Finland. Currently, about a half of the HEI’s have joined Peppi Consortium thus having access to                 
Peppi services. The consortium expects that a number of member organizations continues to grow in               
becoming years among the HEI’s as well as upper secondary and vocational schools. 

The intriguing challenge is how we can keep on developing current and possible new services while                
consortium is still in a strong expanding phase. Thus far we have been able to do that, but it is clear                     
we will continue evaluating both development method and administrative practices regularly in            
order to answer the needs of growing community. If ‐ and when ‐ we can do that, the future looks                    
successful for the Peppi ecosystem. 
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